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“I am poem”: steps
1. Learning the model of the poem
2. Brainstorming (“All about me”)
3. Analyzing the examples
4. First draft, getting the initial ideas, error correction 
5. Individual writing
6. Swapping of finished products, guessing the author, discussing
7. Visualization of the poem for printing (design, font style, frame)
8. Making a video 



“I am poem”: overview
 An “I am” poem is one written BY you and ABOUT you
 The “I am” poem expresses the way you feel, what you hope, think, dream, enjoy and so on.
 The lines in the poem begin the same way: I am, I wonder, I feel, I hear
 Some sentences in the poem describe imaginary sights, sounds and experiences (that is – they are figurative 

language). Other sentences express actual, literal feelings.
 The first line in the poem – the “I am” line – is repeated at the end of each stanza.



feelings
things I care about

thoughts

strengths

interests
fears

things I hate

things I love

weaknessesfrustrations

hopes and dreams

passions

struggles

“I am poem”



How to Write an “I Am Poem”: model
FIRST STANZA

I am (two special characteristics you have)
I wonder (something you are actually curious about)
I hear (an imaginary sound)
I see (an imaginary sight)
I want (an actual desire)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)

SECOND STANZA
I pretend (something you actually pretend to do)
I feel (a feeling about something imaginary)
I touch (an imaginary touch)
I worry (something that really bothers you)
I cry (something that makes you very sad)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)

THIRD STANZA
I understand (something you know is true)
I say (something you believe in)
I dream (something you actually dream about)
I try (something you really make an effort about)
I hope (something you actually hope for)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)



I Am Poem - Freeology

I am Poem - Generator - | K-5 Technology Lab 

(oakdome.com)

“I am Poem" generators

https://freeology.com/worksheet-creator/poetry/i-am-poem/
https://oakdome.com/k5/lesson-plans/word/i-am-poem.php


Thank you 
for your kind attention!


